Robert W. Service Collection
Number

Description

Accession Number

Unpublished manuscripts (carbon typescripts). All in various stages of revision. Other
revisions indicate author's intention less clearly. In folders labelled by Service.
a. Cosmic Carols, a collection "fully prepared by Service for publication in the year of his
death (1958) but not sent to them". (138 typescript leaves)
b. Songs for Serenity (95 typescript leaves)

1

c. Bibacious Bard (70 typescript leaves; one manuscript leaf. One poem cancelled
completely)

891084

Album containing correspondence between Arthur Stewart and Robert Service.
a. Six letters from Service to Stewart dating from 9 October 1940 to 25 June 1954.
2
3
4

5

b. Article by Luigi Orsini: "Robert W. Service: Saggio e versioni" with English translation.
“Pictorial Serviciana”: a symposium of items relating to the life and work of Robert W.
Service. Photographs of Robert Service and his various houses.
The Yukon scene. Album of photographs of the Klondide Trail.
Scrapbook of newspaper clippings from around the world, mostly reviews of Service’s
biography “Ploughman of the Moon”, with various other items scattered throughout.
Include contributions by Service to the Continental Daily Mail, Weekly News and
several biographical clippings.

891144/890527
891145
891146

891147
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a. Unpublished typescript for a third volume of collected verse. It consists of 352
numbered pages presenting 207 unpublished poems drawn mainly from the
manuscripts Stewart received after Service’s death.
b. Collection of material relating to the life and work of Service.
c. An overview of the criticism found elsewhere in the Stewart Collection.

6

d. Glossary of terms found in the first volume of Collected Verse: the preface to the
volume states: “In order that the verses unused (in Collected Verses Volume 2) may not
now be completely lost, the present “Random Rhymes” has been compiled. These vary
considerably both in quality and ‘finish’, for they had not been finally released by
Service for publication.”
891148
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